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PAUL NOLT WENGER
On Saturday, April 28, 2018 … Passed peacefully at home surrounded by his wife. Sylvia
Denys Wenger and Beloved Cat PYE WACKET.
He was born in Stamford, CT to Paul Nolt Wenger, Sr. and Nancy Waln Karch
His education for his early journey began :
Greenwich High School
Dartmouth College
Chicago School of Law
Perhaps his real journey began when William Penn brought his ancestral families to
Pennsylvania …… The Welch WALN and Swiss WENGER families in 1700’s.
They came seeking new lands to create peaceful worlds … Ready to meet new
challenges ….. opportunities to shape new lives.
It was with the spirit of Christopher Robin in “Pooh’s Grand Adventure”
“You’re braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and
smarter than you think.”
That Paul entered the Foreign Service …serving with
The Agency for International Development in more than 30 countries.
Or Setting up medical clinics and feeding programs in Africa, Asia, or
providing relief in the refugee camps in Tajikistan or Banking in Estonia.
When asked how he could serve such a wide range of cultural beliefs ..
His answer was simple ….
“The human heart holds the same wants and needs To provide a secure
and warm place for his family … with opportunities to create a new world”
And this was what his work was about.

He is survived by his wife SYLVIA DENYS WENGER
Son LANCE COLE WENGER
wife HEATHER YOUNT WENGER
grandsons
JACKSON WENGER
LIAM WENGER
BROTHER
LT. Col. ROBERT KARCH WENGER
CHARLENE S. WENGER.
Most keenly by his devoted cat PYE WACKET
who shared his love of watching Formula I Racing
and in the end offered chipmunks for his recovery.
Our special thank you for the Angel that came
Our lives Karolina Kamal ….. it was her cheerful
caregiving that brought sunshine into our home.
The Memorial will be in the Rocky Mountains where
His ashes will be scattered to The Winds and Waters
on the Continental Divide.

Comments

“

Thank you for being nice to me when I lived in Dakar, Senegal. May God give you
comfort, healing, hope and strength.
Andy Shelton
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